Japan And Taiwan Ink Chemicals Pact
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Japan And Taiwan Ink Chemicals Pact. —Japan And Taiwan Ink Chemicals Pact “Japan’s National Institute of Technology & Evaluation (NITE) signed a memorandum of understanding with Taiwan on March 26 aimed at advancing cooperation on management of chemicals. NITE signed the deal with the Safety & Health Technology Centre (SAHTEC), a state-backed industry group in Taiwan.

來源:  http://cen.acs.org/articles/93/i13/Japan-Taiwan-Ink-Chemicals-Pact.html

Japan and Taiwan to sign MoU on chemicals management

5 March 2015 / Japan, Taiwan, Risk assessment

Japan’s National Institute of Technology and Evaluation (Nite) and Taiwan’s Safety and Health Technology Centre (Sahtec) are to sign a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to enhance cooperation over safe chemicals management. Under the MoU, the two countries will share information from chemicals assessments, such as that on Nite’s chemical risk information platform (Chrip), and on each country’s regulatory regimes.

An event organised in Japan on 26 March to mark the signing of the memorandum was oversubscribed because of Japanese companies’ eagerness to find out more information on Taiwan’s revised toxic chemical substances control (TCSCA) and occupational safety and health (Osha) Acts.

Nite said: “This is a rare opportunity to hear from an organisation (Sahtec) that manages chemical regulations in Taiwan. This means participants can ask questions and get detailed answers.”